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EXHIBIT A
THE IMPORTANCE OF
GOOD RECORD KEEPING
Record keeping is one of your most important responsibilities as a small
business owner. In fact, the success of your business depends on creating
and maintaining an effective record system, whether your business is a
sole proprietorship, partnership, or corporation.
Record keeping can range from using simple manila folders and a filing
cabinet, to robust online software solutions. But whether simple or
complex, the record keeping system you choose must be easy to use
and provide adequate storage and retrieval of records. Most importantly,
the record keeping system you choose must be suited to your particular
business needs. The type, size, and complexity of your business, (as well
as your business’ available resources), will help to determine the record
keeping system best suited to you and your business.

A BRIEF NOTE ON PERSONAL
RECORD KEEPING:

WHY SHOULD YOU KEEP
GOOD RECORDS?

As a business owner, you should also establish a record
keeping system for your personal information. This will
come in really handy, for example, when applying for a
business loan. A lender may want to see your personal
records, such as financial statements for your personal
checking accounts, savings accounts, etc.

Record keeping is more than just about fulfilling
regulations or legal requirements, it will also give you a
deeper understanding about your business.
Here are just a few important reasons you should keep
good records:

DETAIL TRACKING
As a business owner you know you have to track a lot of information, such as customers, sales, and inventory. Without
a solid record keeping system, you may lose sight of important business details, leading to problems with serving
your customers. And if you do not know details about your customers, such as who your customers are and what they
like, your business may not be able to meet buyer demands and you risk disappointing a customer, maybe losing that
customer forever. So record keeping is extremely important.
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PLANNING
Good record keeping helps you plan for the future. How does a business owner who fails to track his customers
determine inventory needs for the next quarter, year, or longer? You can’t. You must be able to anticipate the need
for inventory throughout the year. By knowing if and when inventory will be needed, you can anticipate the need to
finance inventory. You also can avoid carrying too little or too much inventory, such as extra swimsuits into the fall
season.

LEGAL COMPLIANCE
As a business owner, you may be legally required to keep some records. You will also likely execute contracts and be
required to hold various licenses and permits. In addition to that, you will not only be required to maintain records for
your taxes, but also for employee payroll for tax purposes.

TAX (FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL) PREPARATION
A well maintained record keeping system ensures that you are able to keep up with these all important tax reporting
requirements. (For example, if you are an individual small business owner or contractor, then you are generally
considered self-employed. Self-employed owners file a personal income tax return annually and pay estimated tax
quarterly.)

CONTRACTS, LEASES, AND OTHER AGREEMENTS
(SUCH AS COPYRIGHTS)
Having a good system for maintaining contracts is critical. You most likely sign contracts for services, sales, financing,
leasing, or purchasing, just to name a few. You need a good record system so you can easily refer back to a specific
contractual obligation. You may also need to refer to activities in contracts as the activities are executed. For your own
protection, keep track of contractual obligations by always maintaining originally signed copies of all legally executed
contracts.

LICENSES AND
PERMITS
Local, state, federal, and international
governments require various business licenses
and permits. Some business activities require
a license or permit. Licensing and permitting
examples include:

•

City business license

•

“Doing Business As” (DBA) statement

•

Seller’s permit

•

Home occupation use permit

•

Food preparation permit
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Also, certain professions such as an accountant, an architect, or a building contractor require state licensure. Be sure to check
with government agencies and professional associations that govern your line of work.
Once you have the required licenses and permits for your business, you may be required to show these licenses and permits
from time to time. Contractors may be required to show proof of insurance. Establish your business with a good system for
maintaining and regularly renewing licensing and permitting documents to protect the business from penalties, fines or other
legal action.

PLANNING
If you hire employees, your record keeping capacity needs
to be good enough to comply with all of the local, state,
and federal payroll and personnel legal requirements
that come with the territory. Depending on the number
of employees you hire, you may want to consider using a
payroll service. Or you may consider hiring independent
contractors or hiring through an employment agency. Here
is a brief list of some of the payroll and personnel legal
information your business will be required to track:
As you can see, these payroll and personnel record
keeping requirements can be quite extensive. If you
are a new employer, again, seriously consider hiring
a professional payroll service. It will save you a ton of
headaches.

•

Hiring and evaluation documentation

•

Basis on which wages are paid

•

Social Security Numbers

•

Total hours worked

•

Additions to or deductions from wages

•

Total wages paid each pay period

•

Income tax withholdings

•

Fair Labor Standards Act required information

•

Injury reports

•

Employment Records

•

Copy of annual performance evaluations

RECORD RETENTION
Part of keeping good records is knowing which of those records to keep and
for how long. Record retention is the practice of keeping business and personal
records over time. Good record retention is extremely important, and a poor
record keeping retention system actually poses a security risk. So protect yourself.
The table below shows a sample of records to keep and for how many years.
The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) determines some record retention guidelines.
Other retention requirements are legal in nature, such as what may be required
by contract with those you do business with. Also, retention schedules can vary
by region. For example, a state may have a different statute of limitation for legal
liability (law suits). Be sure to check with your attorney for legal requirements, and
check with your accountant for financial-related requirements.
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COMMON RECORD KEEPING TOOLS
You can always start your business with a simple record keeping system. But as your business grows, expand your
record keeping system to accommodate more records and increasing complexity.

USE “TICKLER” SYSTEMS
Have you ever had an important date or task slip your memory. It can be
frustrating. And at times, costly. A tickler system helps avoid that frustration.
A tickler file is a collection of date-labeled file folders organized in a way that
allows time-sensitive documents to be filed according to the future date on
which each document needs action. Many business owners use this system
for remembering important upcoming events, such as:

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

While most businesses will need to maintain some form of
paper-based record keeping, computer-based systems are
now becoming more popular. With computer systems, your
records will take less space and can be transmitted over
the internet. Many businesses and government agencies
will allow you to purchase goods, apply for licenses, and
pay fees over the internet.
* Remember, back up computer system records to
separate hard drives daily, (at a remote location if
possible.)

Quarterly taxes

•

License renewals

•

Insurance reviews and renewals

•

Upcoming bills

•

Call-backs

CLOUD COMPUTING
You can use cloud computing as an alternate (or to
supplement) paper-based and computer systems. This is
where you use cloud computing to store, manage, and
process data on the internet, rather than using a local
personal computer. Cloud computing is a great option
because you don’t need to install software upgrades,
you are less likely to lose your data because of computer
crashes, and you can literally access your information
(such as financial information) from any location that has
access to the internet.
Below are two examples of services provided by cloud
computing, accounting, and file hosting.

CLOUD COMPUTING FILE
HOSTING

CLOUD COMPUTING
ACCOUNTING
Instead of buying accounting software that runs on your
computer, you pay a monthly fee to use an accounting
service on the internet. The software processing and
financial data storage, both of which reside on the
accounting company’s server, are provided over the
internet.

•

If you use computer files in your business, you can easily
store and share those files with colleagues and clients
using an internet file hosting service. The files can be
made accessible from any location with access to the
internet, by multiple people. You also can use file hosting
to archive large amounts of data.
Note: Both free and fee-based hosting services are
available.
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BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Back to record keeping… whether you use a computer system, cloud-based computing, or a combination of the two,
you need to think about business software to help keep your records. When choosing software, it is a good idea to
determine your particular business needs. Make sure you buy software that matches your business type and size.
Also, consider factors such as these when deciding what software will work best for your business:

Your business software choices will
probably fall into the following categories:

•

Point of sale system integration

•

Inventory tracking

•

Online options

•

Inventory

•

Manufacturing-based options

•

Online sales

•

E-commerce-based options

•

Manufacturing

•

Industry specialization

•

Specialized

•

Multiple users

LET’S LOOK MORE CLOSELY AT EACH OF THESE CATEGORIES…

INVENTORY

MANUFACTURING

Businesses with inventory requirements use software
programs that will track inventory purchases and sales. Most
accounting programs have inventory tracking features. Study
the inventory capacity of the software you are considering
to see if the capacity will meet your needs now and in the
future.

If you manufacture a product, investigate the inventory
features of your business accounting software to see if the
software will work with your manufacturing processes.

ONLINE SALES
Many businesses sell products online, using either an
internet site like eBay, Amazon, or a dedicated business
web site. Some accounting programs can access a business’
online sales information. Be sure to investigate if the
software you are considering will work with your system for
online sales.

SPECIALIZED
Some businesses have unique needs. For these cases, a
business may require industry-specific software. Software
in this category usually has much more capacity and can be
customized to fit a business’ unique situation. Due to this
customization, specialized software tends to cost a lot more
and usually requires specialized training.
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THE 3 MOST COMMON BUSINESS SOFTWARE OPTIONS
The three most common business software options are email, spreadsheets, and accounting software. Each is
described in more detail below.

EMAIL
You probably are already familiar with using email. Most business owners these days communicate
with clients, employees, suppliers, vendors, and independent contractors using email. Keeping a
good filing system for your email communication is as important as keeping a good paper-based
system. Most email services allow you to create files, just as you would for paper systems, for keeping
your email.
You can manage email on your local computer hard drive. However, many email services provide
a webmail client as part of their internet service package. As with any web application, the main
advantage of webmail over the use of a desktop email client is the ability to send and receive email
wherever there is a web browser. The main disadvantage of webmail is the need to be connected to
the internet while using it.

SPREADSHEETS
Spreadsheets can be used for client information, inventory, sales, timesheets, scheduling, budgeting,
and more. Any basic spreadsheet software will work for most basic business uses.

ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE
Accounting software is critical to the success of your business and keeps track of business financial
records such as sales, expenses, inventory, and assets. The software delivers many advantages over
manual systems, helping you to execute, manage, and track your critical financial transactions and
related financial activities. It also reduces human errors. That means financial numbers are accurate
because most calculations are done automatically, eliminating errors such as the transposition of
numbers or other human mistakes. Plus, accounting software really speeds up calculation processes.
Small business accounting software will help to systematically organize your financial information, in
a way that is easy to access. For example, if you want to know if a certain bill was paid, an accounting
system should be able to tell you not only when the bill was paid, but the check number, and other
details, such as details you may have recorded about the vendor. If you lose an invoice or a bill,
information for sending duplicate invoices or bills can be found in the program.
Accounting software can be very affordable and a great value, and you’ll be amazed at how much you
will save in tax preparation every year once your information is all organized, not in manually-entered
notebooks or sticky notes in shoe boxes.
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BUSINESS SOFTWARE
TRAINING
When you choose to use business software be sure to get
trained in its use. You want to make sure that you can use
all its capabilities. Training will make you more efficient
and more effective in the use of the software, both of
which will save you time and money.
Be sure to take advantage of the many options available
out there for training such as tutorials, free trials, or online
training.
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EXHIBIT B

MANAGEMENT ADJUSTMENTS
AND RECASTED FINANCIALS
As you might imagine, of all the factors that buyers
consider when looking at your business, the financial
condition it is in is at the very top of the list. It’s difficult
to look attractive to a prospective buyer unless you can
showcase a good financial history, with growing revenues
and earnings, all documented in well-presented financial
records.
If you are like most owners, you have run your business
in a way that minimizes taxes. However, when we do a
valuation of a business, we have to determine what is the
TRUE operating net income for your business.
It is often necessary to recast the reported financial
statements in order to express the actual cash flow
benefits for you as the owner, and we’ll look at things such
as your salary, healthcare and travel expenses, just to
name a few.
We adjust those numbers so we have a better idea of how
profitable your business TRULY is because you need to
demonstrate to your buyer the TRUE value the business
generates for its owner. Creating a set of recast financial
statements are the way you add the value of all these
benefits back into your financial statements.
Many times we have recast financials and seen increases
in profits of hundreds of thousands of dollars, which of
course makes it much more valuable and attractive to
potential buyers. The following spreadsheet shows a clear
example of how this can dramatically increase the value of
your business.
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EXHIBIT C
THE 10 MOST IMPORTANT TAX ISSUES
YOU NEED TO THINK ABOUT WHEN
SELLING YOUR BUSINESS
What are the major tax considerations you need to concern yourself with when selling a business?
You’re going to find out very shortly here in just a moment. Before we get to that though, it’s imperative for you to know that,
no seller of a business (this means YOU) should agree to anything until you meet with a competent tax advisor who can explain
where you’ll wind up on an “after-tax” basis after the sale of your business.
The following 10 points explain the key tax considerations you need to address when selling your company...
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WHAT TYPE OF ENTITY DO YOU USE TO OPERATE
YOUR BUSINESS?

Do you operate your business via a sole proprietorship, a partnership, a limited liability company (LLC), or an S-corporation?
All of these are considered “pass-through” entities and will provide you with maximum flexibility in negotiating the sale of your
business. On the flipside, if you conduct your business via a C-corporation, your flexibility in selling the business may be limited
due to a C-corporation’s lack of “pass-through” taxation… and the possibility that a “double tax” will arise (at the corporate and
shareholder level) whereas a C-corporation sells its assets and distributes the proceeds to its owners.
If your business operates via one of the pass-through entities listed above, you generally will be able to sell company assets to
a potential buyer and that will be beneficial to you. Note: In situations where an S-corporation used to be a C-corporation, some
double tax exposure will exist under the “built-in gains tax rules” for 10 full years after the date the S-corporation changed from
its previous C-corporation status. But wait… there’s more. Even though a C-corporation is typically subject to double tax on an
asset sale, it’s possible the C-corporation has net operating losses or business credit carryovers that may offset the corporate
level tax and make an asset sale conceivable.
While it’s possible to convert from one type of entity to another, tax rules are structured to prevent you from improving your
after-tax position by changing your entity to a different type of entity immediately prior to a potential sale transaction.
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IS IT POSSIBLE TO SELL A BUSINESS… AND NOT HAVE
TO PAY TAXES ON THE DEAL?

Most sales of businesses are completed in the form of
taxable transactions, however, it may be possible to
complete a transaction on a “tax-free” basis (actually
tax-deferred basis). If you exchange S-corporation or Ccorporation stock for the corporate stock of a buyer, it is
possible that exchange can be made on a tax-free basis,
provided that the complicated tax-free reorganization
provisions of the Internal Revenue Code are met.
To do a tax-free stock exchange, you need to receive
at least 40% or 50% buyer stock as part of your total
consideration in the transaction, up to 100 percent buyer
stock. A tax-free asset transfer to a buyer is also possible
but that variation usually requires that you receive 100%
buyer stock in the exchange. Upon receiving any cash as
part of the transaction, it generally will be taxable to you,
provided that you had a gain in the shares exchanged.
One important aspect of a tax-free deal is that the buyer
gets no “step-up” in the basis of the seller’s assets (even
if the seller had to pay tax on cash received). This makes
tax-free transactions somewhat less valuable to the buyer
as compared to where a step-up in asset basis is obtained,
such as in a taxable asset purchase, however, any loss in
value may be made up by being able to use buyer stock for
all or part of the purchase price, rather than cash.
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The tax-free exchange rules generally do not apply to sole
proprietorships, partnerships, or LLCs. NOTE: Converting
an LLC to a corporation immediately prior to a tax-free
reorganization also might be challenged by the IRS.
Another option for rolling over again on the sale of stock
involves selling your corporate stock to an employee
stock ownership plan (ESOP) which, if structured properly,
allows your stock to be sold with your proceeds reinvested
on a pre-tax basis in other qualifying securities. ESOP
transactions are complicated, require substantial third party
involvement (lenders, trustees, appraisers, etc.) and need to
be thoroughly explored in order to consider potential pitfalls
that might arise. In addition, certain C-corporation stock
sales may meet the qualified small business stock “rollover”
provisions of Code Section 1045. This provision allows the
proceeds of certain taxable stock sales of C-corporations
to be followed by a reinvestment in another qualified small
business stock within 60 days. When a successful rollover
is accomplished, tax on the original stock sale can be
deferred.

THE SALE OF YOUR COMPANY… ARE YOU SELLING
ASSETS OR STOCK?

When selling a business, most transactions are structured
as taxable asset or stock transactions, rather than a tax-free
transaction. It is important for you to know whether your
deal is… or… can be structured as an asset or stock deal
prior to agreeing on the terms of the transaction.
In general, buyers prefer purchasing assets because #1: they
can obtain a step-up in the basis of the purchased assets
resulting in enhanced future tax deductions and #2: there
is little or no risk that they will assume any unknown seller
liabilities.

On the flipside, sellers often wish to sell stock in order to
obtain clear, long-term capital gain treatment on the sale. A
seller holding stock in a C-corporation (or an S-corporation
subject to the 10-year, built-in gains tax rules) may, in effect,
be forced to sell stock, because an asset sale would be
subjected to double tax at the corporate and shareholder
level. NOTE: In a stock sale, the buyer gets no step-up
in the basis of the target entity’s assets and, therefore,
the buyer presumably will pay the seller less for a stock
transaction than they would in an asset deal. Plus, in a stock
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transaction, the seller will often be required to give extensive
representations and warranties to the buyer and normally
would be required to indemnify the buyer for liabilities
that are not expressly assumed. The length of time such
indemnities apply and the amount of any related escrows
to secure such claims is a point of negotiation among the
parties.
If you are selling your equity interests in a pass-through
entity, it may be possible to have such sale be treated as an
asset sale even though it appears on its face to be a “stock”
sale. Sellers of stock in S-corporations can make a Section
338(h)(10) election jointly with a corporate buyer and have
the stock sale transaction treated as a deemed asset sale for
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tax purposes. Such a transaction is treated as an asset sale
for all tax purposes and the buyer would get a step-up in the
basis of assets acquired even though the buyer technically
acquired stock.
The seller would be treated as selling the individual assets
of the S-corporation so some of the gain could be treated
as ordinary income. A similar result occurs if interests in
an LLC or partnership are transferred to a buyer. In some
cases appropriate elections must be made by the LLC or
partnership to provide an inside asset basis step-up to the
buyer.

HOW YOU ALLOCATE THE PURCHASE PRICE OF A
BUSINESS IS CRUCIAL.

When selling business assets, the federal tax rate on gains
can vary from 15% (long-term capital gain) to 35% (ordinary
income rates). Sellers and buyers of assets need to reach
agreement on the allocation of the total purchase price to
the specific assets acquired. Both the buyer and seller file
an IRS Form 8594 to memorialize their agreed allocation.
When considering the purchase price allocation, you need
to determine if you operate your business on a cash or
accrual basis; then separate the assets into their various
components, such as: cash, accounts receivable, inventory,
equipment, real property, intellectual property and other
intangibles. A cash basis seller of accounts receivable will
have ordinary income to the full extent of the value of such
receivables (but an accrual basis seller will have a full basis
in receivables and should not have gain when selling them).
Any allocation to inventory in excess of its tax basis will also
be subject to ordinary income tax rates. Assets that have
been depreciated or amortized in the past may subject
the selling owner to “recapture” of past depreciation
deductions when the asset is allocated purchase price in
excess of its current tax basis but less than or equal to its
original cost. Recapture is made at ordinary income tax
rates for equipment and at a 25% rate for most real estate.

Intellectual property and other intangibles generally qualify
for long-term capital gain rates provided that no past
depreciation or amortization was taken on such assets by
the seller.
The seller should also consider the timing of the buyer’s
ability to write off any asset basis, including any that is
“stepped-up” as part of the transaction. Buyers generally like
to allocate purchase price to shorter-lived assets such as
receivables, inventory and equipment. Buyers can write this
purchase price off very quickly.
On the other hand, land and stock basis cannot be
amortized, real property will often be subject to a 39-year
write off and intellectual property and other intangibles, such
as goodwill, may be written off over a 15-year period. The
need to allocate purchase price to the specific assets sold
applies to true asset sales as well as sales by S-corporations
pursuant to a Section 338(h)(10) election and to sales of
LLC or partnership interests (where it is necessary to “lookthrough” the LLC or partnership to the specific assets held
by the entity).
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OTHER POSSIBLE PAYMENTS TO SELLERS: E.G. PERSONAL GOODWILL.

As noted above, “ a seller that owns a C-corporation (or an
S-corporation “ subject to the built-in gains tax rules) will
face a double tax situation if assets are sold. In addition,
the sale of stock by the seller will result in no basis stepup in assets or other deductible payments to the buyer,
since the buyer cannot depreciate or amortize stock basis.
This issue is often dealt with by having the buyer pay one
amount for the corporate stock and pay other amounts
directly to the owners of the corporation for such items as:
consulting, a covenant not to compete, interest, property
rentals, intellectual property licenses, and personal goodwill.
In these situations, the buyer will obtain a deduction for the
payments which #1: Is immediate in the case of bona fide
consulting, interest, or rental payments and #2: Amortized
over 15 years in the case of payments for a non-compete or
personal goodwill. Allowing the buyer to make these types
of payments typically has a cost to the seller, as compared
to if they were merely added to the stock purchase price.
When these direct payments are made to the seller by the
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buyer, the seller will usually have ordinary income taxation,
rather than the capital gain rates available on a stock sale,
with consulting payments also triggering additional selfemployment tax.
One significant distinction is the sale of so-called “personal
goodwill” which is taxable as a long-term capital gain to
the seller (and amortized over 15 years by the buyer). It is
often a difficult question to determine whether a seller truly
has personal goodwill or whether all of the goodwill related
to the business resides in the entity used to conduct the
business. Sellers who take a position that they are selling
personal goodwill or that are providing a direct covenant not
to compete to a buyer, should anticipate that the IRS might
challenge such payments and attempt to treat them as if
they were made directly to the corporate entity and then
distributed to the seller on a “double tax” basis. Care should
be taken to value any personal goodwill and establish its
existence under the applicable case law.

WHAT EVERY BUSINESS OWNER NEEDS TO KNOW ABOUT
SELLER FINANCING (INSTALLMENT SALES) AND ESCROWS.

If a buyer is allowed to pay the purchase price over some
extended time period, such as five years, the seller may
be able to defer the overall gain on the transaction until
payments are actually received by the seller (along with
applicable interest). However, no deferral is allowed with
respect to any portion of the transaction that represents
depreciation recapture (described in Section 4 above)
or gain on ordinary income type items such as accounts
receivable or inventory.
A seller who provides seller financing is of course at risk for
the buyer not operating the business successfully and the
possible non-payment of the installment note. In addition,
if the deferred portion of the sale price exceeds $5 million,
the IRS has established rules that require the seller to make
interest payments that essentially negate the benefit of the
installment sale tax deferral.

Sellers who make an installment sale are permitted to “elect
out” of the installment sale method and pay all the tax
related to the transaction up front. This may be desirable in
some situations, especially if the seller believes capital gain
rates will increase significantly in the years when payments
are to be made.
Buyers may also establish escrow amounts where a
portion of the purchase price is put into escrow and
paid to the seller at a later date after it is clear that the
seller’s representations and warranties in the transaction
agreements were not violated. Such escrows can be
structured to provide the seller with installment sale
treatment so that the seller does not pay tax on the
escrowed amount until the escrow “breaks” and the
proceeds of the escrow are paid to the seller.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF EARNOUT/CONTINGENT
PAYMENTS.

When a buyer and seller cannot agree on a specific
purchase price, it is sometimes provided that an up-front
payment will be made and additional earnout or contingent
payments will be made to the seller if certain milestones
are met in later years by the business that was sold. Even
where the original transaction qualified for long-term capital
gain treatment, a portion of any contingent payments will
be treated as imputed interest and taxable to the seller as
ordinary income. This amount increases each year from
the date of the original transaction closing. So a contingent
payment that is made five years after the transaction
closes could have a significant amount of imputed interest,
depending on prevailing interest rates.
Recipients of contingent payments are entitled to use the
installment sale method (or elect out of it). One pitfall with
the installment sale method is that special rules apply
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to “spread” a seller’s tax basis out to later years when
contingent payments are involved in a transaction. By
moving basis to later years, a seller’s up front taxation is
increased and there is a risk that the basis pushed to later
years may be wasted. If the applicable milestones are not
met and contingent payments are not paid, this could leave
the seller with significant “wasted basis” and a capital loss in
a later year when contingent payments were expected but
never materialize. This capital loss cannot be carried back to
offset the prior capital gains recognized on the transaction
in earlier years, it can only be used to offset current and
future capital gains or $3,000 of ordinary income each
year, with an unlimited carryover. Sellers who agree to
contingent or earnout payments should carefully analyze the
installment sale rules and anticipate the possibility of having
wasted basis in later years. In some cases, an “election out”
of installment sale treatment may be advisable.

THE PROS AND CONS OF OUTSTANDING STOCK
OPTIONS.

If the selling entity has outstanding stock options, they
will need to be considered as part of the overall tax
analysis. In an asset transaction, the options generally
remain outstanding unless the transaction is structured as
a deemed asset sale and the outstanding interests in the
entity are sold to the buyer. Where stock or the interests
in an entity are sold, the seller will need to consider what
happens to the outstanding options. It is possible for the
buyer to assume the options and perhaps replace them
with options in a buyer entity. Another alternative is to cash
out the options for the difference between their value and
their exercise price. These type of “cash out” payments
are considered ordinary wage income, reported on a W-2
with payroll and income tax withholding, and will create an
expense deduction on the selling entity’s final tax return,
even where the options are exercised prior to the deal being

closed (although the exercise of a qualified incentive stock
option prior to selling the stock to a buyer may avoid payroll
and withholding tax on the ordinary income of the optionee).
Note that some options may not be vested (exercisable)
at the time of a deal, but a change in control of the issuing
company may “accelerate” vesting. If this happens, be
careful of the 20% excise tax that is applied under Internal
Revenue Code Section 280G to “parachute” payments
(which includes the value of accelerated vesting of options)
made to certain sellers when a change of control in a
business occurs. Where Code Section 280G could apply, a
vote of the selling shareholders may negate its application
for certain private companies.
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IMPORTANT STATE AND LOCAL TAX ISSUES TO BE
CONSIDERED

In addition to federal income tax, a significant state and
local income tax burden may be imposed on the seller as
a result of the transaction. Different states may be involved
depending on whether the transaction is structured as
an asset or a stock transaction. When an asset sale or a
deemed asset sale is involved, tax may be owing in those
states where the company has assets, sales, or payroll
and where it has apportioned income in the past. Many
states do not provide for any long-term capital gain tax rate
benefits, so an asset sale gain that qualifies for long-term
capital gain taxation for federal purposes may be subject to
ordinary state rates. Stock sales are generally taxed in the
state of residence of the selling owner even if the company
conducts its business in another state. Thus, an owner who
has established a bona fide residence in a state without
income tax may be able to sell stock without incurring any
state tax. A stock sale that is treated as a deemed asset
sale, however, may be “looked through” by the states where
the company conducts its business and state taxes may be
assessed in those states, but some taxpayers have made
successful challenges to such positions in certain states.
State sales and use taxes must also be considered in any
transaction. Stock transactions are usually not subject to
sales, use, or transfer taxes, but some states impose a stamp
tax and may attempt to levy their stamp tax on the transfer
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of stock. Asset sales, on the other hand, need to be carefully
analyzed to determine whether sales or use tax might apply.
Most states tax the transfer of tangible personal property
from a seller to a buyer except that, when an entire business
is sold, there is often an “isolated or occasional” or “casual”
sale exemption for business assets that are not regularly
sold in the seller’s business. The isolated or occasional
sale exemption rules do not typically apply to the transfer
of motor vehicles that require retitling as a result of the
sale transaction, so tax will likely be owed on motor vehicle
transfers. In addition, typically there is a resale exemption
available for inventory that is purchased by a buyer so sales
and use tax won’t be owing on inventory. Transfers of real
estate will usually require real estate transfer (or deed) tax
and this type of transfer tax also applies in some states
when stock of an entity holding real estate is sold, even if
the actual real estate is not transferred.
Some states require pre-sale notifications to be made to
the state regarding a potential transaction, with the buyer
at risk for the seller’s unpaid sales or use tax (and unpaid
employee state wage withholding) if a tax clearance
certificate is not obtained prior to the transaction closing. A
buyer who ignores the pre-sale notification rules could wind
up paying the purchase price twice — once to the seller and
once to the state for the seller’s unpaid taxes.

CRITICALLY IMPORTANT RULES FOR PRE-SALE
ESTATE PLANNING.

If one of your goals is to move a portion of the value of the
business to future generations, estate planning should be
done at an early stage in order to move any interests in the
selling entity for the benefit of the children or grandchildren
when values are low. If equity is moved into trusts for the
children or grandchildren at an early stage, those trusts will
receive the benefits of the sales proceeds when an asset or
stock sale is completed.
On the flipside, it may be much more difficult and
expensive to simply sell the company and then attempt
to move after-tax proceeds from the sale to the children
or grandchildren at a later date. A number of other estate
planning techniques can also be implemented, especially if

they are put in place well before any deal is contemplated.
Transactions such as a so-called “defective grantor trust”
provide an excellent way to move substantial transaction
value to future generations on a tax-effective basis if they
are established early enough to avoid IRS scrutiny.
Before you decide to sell your business or enter into
any substantive negotiations with a buyer, be sure you
have reviewed with a qualified tax advisor the various tax
considerations involved. Only after you have considered
the transaction structuring options in light of your particular
business structure and financial situation can you engage in
meaningful negotiations with a buyer.
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EXHIBIT D
5 SIMPLE WAYS TO SELL YOUR BUSINESS
AT THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE PRICE
If you are considering selling a business at some point in the near future, then it is important to get it into sale-ready shape so
you can get the maximum return on your investment.
Here are five strategies experts recommend to make your business stronger and more valuable when you’re ready to sell.

01

GET YOUR BOOKS IN ORDER.

It’s a sad fact, but many business owners keep sloppy books, which can scare away potential buyers—especially sophisticated
ones, like private equity firms. They want to see evidence of profit and actual or potential growth.
To give buyers confidence, experts recommend investing in getting audited financials for several recent years, which can be
costly but makes a business more attractive.
Don’t put off getting your financials in shape, even if you’re planning to wait another year or two to sell. This can be a costly
mistake that is easily avoided.

02

PROTECT YOUR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY.

This can help you increase the value of your business, but it’s not always a speedy process, so plan ahead. If you need to get a
patent for something, that’s something you need to consider very early in the process.
You can also spend the time trademarking your company name. Get copyright protection for whatever you are developing. All
of that has value.
It’s also important to note that by going through this process, owners sometimes discover they have been infringing on
the trademark of another business unknowingly. The last thing you want is for this type of issue to pop up when you are in
negotiations with a buyer. It’s much better if you find out early and fix the situation before you’re in talks with a buyer.
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03

MAKE SURE THE BUSINESS ISN’T DEPENDENT ON
YOU.

A business that depends heavily on the presence of one key person to continue operating successfully — such as a creative
services business where clients are paying for your personal talent or expertise — can be very difficult to sell to another
buyer. “Generally, if your business relies less on the owner, you can get a higher selling price,” said Marla DiCarlo, President
of Raincatcher, a highly successful business brokerage. “If the operations are managed by staff or systems or technology
and there’s less day-to-day importance of the owner, you’re going to get a higher price.”

GENERALLY, IF YOUR BUSINESS RELIES LESS ON THE
OWNER, YOU CAN GET A HIGHER SELLING PRICE.
Marla DiCarlo, President of Raincatcher
One of DiCarlo’s clients located a buyer within about a month when he decided to sell an ecommerce store he launched to sell
guides telling consumers how to “jailbreak”, a growing craze among the tech savvy. The process, which is legal but is
discouraged by Apple because it can lead to problems like security vulnerabilities, lets the phones’ owners unlock the code so
they can download apps from outside the iTunes store.
The secret to finding a buyer quickly was simple: “I built it to sell from the get-go,” a serial entrepreneur from Ashville, N.C., said.
From the time he started the business, he used his expertise in search engine optimization to make sure the store ranked high
in Google. He automated virtually every aspect of the business, from taking orders to providing outsourced customer service in
the Philippines. And he hired an employee to run it while he travels around the world—a sign that someone else could run it. He
also kept excellent written records on his procedures. “You want everything to be written down in a process,” he said.
“Otherwise, there will be questions and uncertainty about it.”
Due to the terms of the deal, we could not disclose the amount of the sale, but the ease of running the ecommerce store made
it very appealing to the entrepreneur who bought it.

04

DON’T KEEP SECRETS.

Buyers do not like surprises.
Whatever skeleton you have in the closet, just expect that it will come out and be prepared to talk about it. The longer you wait,
the more disappointed the buyer will be, and the greater the likelihood it will kill the deal. So be honest, straightforward and
deal with these issues head on, and preferably resolve them before you have serious buyers.
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05

FINALLY, KNOW WHAT YOUR BUSINESS IS TRULY
WORTH.

The business sale process starts with knowing what your business is worth, and now there is no need to “guess.” You can get a
very accurate appraisal of what your business is worth in today’s market.
Raincatcher is a business brokerage that offers this service for you free of charge. They have a team of experts who have
behind-the-scenes access to all of the latest and best appraisal tools available, plus they have their finger on the current pulse
of the market. Most importantly, they know how to analyze and interpret all of the available metrics and data to give you a fast,
accurate, and reliable and confidential business appraisal. For more information please visit: www.Raincatcher.com
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EXHIBIT E&F

HOW EMPLOYEE BONUSES CAN HELP YOU
SELL YOUR BUSINESS FOR MORE MONEY
One of the biggest risk factors for someone buying a
business losing key employees after the business is
acquired. And on the other side of the coin, one of the
biggest risk factors for a seller is that around the time
he wants to sell a key employee will leave the company.
This may not only cause a decline in performance of the
company, but may also make it less appealing to potential
buyers. It may also increase the buyers’ perceptions of risk,
and the greater the risk that a buyer perceives, the less likely
they are to pay a premium price or even complete the deal.
One way to remove these risks from the equation is to
create attractive incentives for key employees to stay. If
you structure these bonus incentives in the right way it may
actually help you sell your business, and possibly even
get a higher price. How? You can create a bonus for key
employees who remain employed after the business is sold.
We would encourage you to discuss the following ideas
with professionals who have deep knowledge of employee
compensation plans, such as the team members of our
Raincatcher services division. But for now, here are a few
important factors to keep in mind:
* Usually it will be in both your and the buyer’s best
interest to encourage important key employees to stay on
long after the sale. Consequently, consider paying at least
part of the bonus one or two years after the business sale
transaction closes.
* One of the challenges with setting up a bonus program
as a way of encouraging employee retention through the
sale process (and post closing) is that if it is promised too
early, it may need to be larger in order to be compelling
(i.e. a $50,000 bonus that will likely occur in two years,
is quite a bit different than the same dollar amount being
earned after seven years).

so closely aligns the key employee’s interests to the
seller’s interests. This allows you to use the bonus to help
incentivize key employees to help you increase the value
in the business, while also putting “golden handcuffs” on
them.
* Here’s another important consideration… you may
run into problems with having the retention bonus tied
only to an increase in business value. Because what if,
despite the key employee’s best efforts and high level
of skill, the business value doesn’t increase? (This could
be due to things like a decline in the general economy,
a new competitor, or the loss of valuable clients that the
key employee had little influence over.) Yet, perhaps
performance of the business would be even worse if the
key employee was not there. In such a scenario, it may
be even more critical to retain the key employee. So you
may want to consider a bonus that has two components: a
fixed base bonus amount PLUS a share of the increase in
the value of the business.
By setting up such a bonus program at least a couple of
years before an anticipated sale, it not only increases the
likelihood of retention of the key staff member which may
help protect value, but it can also allow you to be less
secretive with key employees about a sale.
By aligning your interest with your key employees’ financial
interests they may actually be a useful and active ally in
helping you sell the business. However, keep in mind that if
the bonus is going to be a more modest amount, you may
still want to keep the sale process confidential from key
employees.
Most buyers will be concerned about retaining key
employees beyond one year, so during the sale process you
can invite the buyer to offer the key employee an additional
bonus after two or three years of service.

* Consider having the bonus be tied (at least partially)
based on an increase in the value of the company. Doing
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What’s an appropriate amount for a retention bonus?

HERE ARE SOME IMPORTANT QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How important is the key employee to the business?
How difficult would it be to find a replacement staff member?
Does your company have any key clients, vendors, or other strategic partner relationships where the key employee in
question is the primary contact and the departure of that employee could result in losing that relationship?
Is the knowledge the key employee possess clearly documented in systems or will the company lose what was in their
head when they depart?
Is there is an enforceable non-compete / non-solicit in place?
And/or if there isn’t, then to what degree would it harm your company if that employee went to work for a competitor?
What is the reputation of the key employee in the industry?
What is the market rate of compensation for their position?

NOTE: Compensation plans vary widely, but all should include “accelerators”—that is, increased
commission rates for employees who achieve target levels.

HERE ARE A FEW EXAMPLES OF
COMPENSATION PLANS:
PROFIT-BASED:
Commission rates change as margin levels increase. These plans are generally based on invoice, product or
monthly averages of margin generation.

REVENUE/QUOTA:
Compensation is based on sheer volume achieved over the previous sales period or on a percentage of a quota
achievement.

BALANCED:
Compensation is based on margin, revenue and a third component, such as quota attainment.

TEAM:
Bonuses go to all team members when quarter-to-date (QTD) sales goals are achieved.
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EXHIBIT G

5 YEAR
PROFORMA EXAMPLE:
In the following example you’ll see how by determining a formula to calculate the number of new intakes and patients, and the
costs driven by new patients, we developed a 5-year proforma to help manage cash flow.
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EXHIBIT H&I

UNDERSTANDING THE IMPORTANCE OF
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Let’s first cover the difference between a Metric and KPI.
A metric is simply a quantifiable measure that is used to track and
assess the status of a specific business process. Now every area of
business has specific performance metrics that should be monitored.
Ultimately, if a metric hugely impacts the bottom line of the business,
it then graduates to a KPI.
Note: This is possible ONLY when the metric has the ability to
provide recommendations for action which can a huge impact on the
business bottom line.

HERE’S AN EXAMPLE:
‘Average Order Value’ can be used as a KPI
because it hugely impacts the business bottom
line. You can greatly increase sales at the
present conversion rate just by increasing the
size of the orders.
Revenue per click, Revenue per visit, Revenue
per acquisition, Cost per click, Cost per
acquisition, etc. are other examples of metrics
which can be used as KPIs.

That means your KPI must also have the ability to provide
recommendations for action which can hugely impact the business
bottom line.

HERE’S HOW TO FIND A GOOD KPI
Before you start the process of determining KPIs, you must get clear on the objectives of your business. Then you need to
translate your business objectives into measurable goals. Once you have determined your goals, you will select KPIs for each of
these goals. You will then use these KPIs to measure the performance of each goal.
NOTE: Goals are specific strategies you use to achieve your business objectives.
For example, if your business objective is to ‘increase sales’, your goal might be ‘increase sales by 5% in the next 3 months by
increasing the average order value from x to 2x’.
* Remember, any metric which has the ability to directly impact the cash flow (revenue, cost) and/or conversions (both macro
and micro conversions) in a big way can be a good KPI.
For example if you sell display banner ad space on your website and display advertising is the main source of revenue for you
then ‘pageviews’ can be used as a KPI because the more page views you get, the more you can charge for every thousand
impressions (CPM) from your advertisers.
If you’re not sure whether or not a metric should be used as a KPI, then try to correlate it with revenue, cost and/or conversions
over a period of time (3 or more months).
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As the value of your KPI increases or decrease, is there is a corresponding increase or decrease in revenue, cost and/or
conversions?
You need to prove that there is a LINEAR relationship between your chosen KPI and revenue, cost and/or conversions.

CAN YOU USE ‘NUMBER OF TWITTER FOLLOWERS’ AS A KPI?
NO. Not unless you can correlate number of twitter followers with revenue, cost and/or conversions i.e. as the number of twitter
followers increases or decreases there is a corresponding increase or decrease in revenue, cost and/or conversions.
And even if somehow you are able to correlate the number of twitter followers with revenue, cost and/or conversions you still
need to prove that the correlation has HUGE IMPACT on the business bottom line.

Just because a metric impacts the business bottom line, does not automatically make it a good KPI.

THE TWO TYPES OF KPIS
There are two broad categories of KPIs. Internal KPIs and External KPIs.

INTERNAL KPIS
Internal KPIs are internally used by team members to measure and optimize their marketing campaigns’ performance, however
they are not always reported to clients/boss/senior management. Internal KPIs don’t necessarily need to be business bottom
line impacting either.

HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF INTERNAL KPIS:
•
•
•
•

Delivery Rate
Open Rate
Bounce Rate
Response Rate

Marketers often make the mistake of reporting internal KPIs to clients/senior management. But
you only want to report KPIs that have a huge impact to the bottomline of the business to senior
management.
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EXTERNAL KPIS
These are the important KPIs we report to clients/senior management and use them to create strategic roadmaps for the
businesses.
Whenever we talk about KPIs in general, we are referring to external KPIs. Remember, External KPIs must have a huge impact to
the bottomline of the business.

HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF EXTERNAL KPIS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Average Order Value
Conversion Rate
Revenue
Revenue per acquisition
Cost per acquisition
Task Completion Rate
Goal conversions

Note: External KPIs can also be used as internal KPIs. There is no hard and fast rule here.

WHAT ARE THE ATTRIBUTES OF A GOOD KPI?
A Good KPI has following five attributes:
1.

Available and Measurable: You can use only those metrics as KPIs which are available to you in the first place. So when
you are finding your KPI, you need to be sure there is a mechanism or tool available to measure and report your KPI in the
first place.

2.

Huge impact to bottomline: If it does not greatly impact the business bottom line then it is not a good external KPI.

3.

Relevant: If your KPI has a huge impact to the bottomline of the business then it has got to be relevant to your business
objectives.

4.

Instantly useful: This means you can quickly take actions on the basis of the insights you get from your KPI.

5.

Timely: Your KPI should be available to you in a timely manner so that you can make timely decisions. It shouldn’t take
months to calculate the results.

KPI REPORTS AND DASHBOARDS
To be useful, KPIs need to be monitored and reported on; if they change in real-time, they should be monitored in real-time.
Dashboards are the perfect tool for your KPI reports as they can be used to visually depict the performance of an enterprise, a
specific department, or a key business operation.
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EXHIBIT G

DUE
DILIGENCE
To begin with, you will want to compile the following documents in preparation for your business sale:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Profit & loss statements for the current and past 2-3 years
Current balance sheet
Cash flow statement
Business tax returns for the past 2-3 years
Copy of the current lease
Insurance policies
Non-disclosure/confidentiality agreement
Personal financial statement for the buyer to complete
Executive summary of overview of the business
Detailed profile describing the business
Any additional documentation to substantiate the financial representations
Professional certificates
Supplier and distributor contracts
Employment agreements
Offer to purchase agreement
Note for any seller financing

CORPORATE RECORDS:
[ ] Certificate/Articles of Incorporation, Determination, or
Organization (or similar documents), including any
amendments.
[ ] By-Laws, operating agreements, partnership agreements
(general or limited), or similar documents, including any
amendments.
[ ] Minute Books, consents and resolutions (since inception)
for Shareholders, Members, Board of Directors, and any
committees of the foregoing.
[ ] Schedule of officers, directors, and committees of the
Board of Directors.
[ ] Stock Book and Stock Ledgers.

[ ] Shareholder agreements, proxies, voting trusts, and
similar agreements.
[ ] Agreements to purchase or re-purchase any class of
security.
[ ] Agreements relating to registration or preemptive rights
for any class of security.
[ ] As of the most current date, the following information:
i. Number of, and record ownership of, outstanding shares
(common and preferred);
ii. Number of shares held in treasury;
iii. Options, warrants and other rights outstanding, including
detail of holders, grants, grant dates, exercises, unexercised,
vesting schedules, strike price, fair market value on grant
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date, and acceleration or cash out events; and
iv. Ownership by officers, employees and directors.
[ ] Stock option plans and stock option, warrant, and other
similar stock purchase agreements.
[ ] Schedule of all DBAs and fictitious business names, and
all filings and registrations
[ ] Schedule of predecessor corporations or entities.
[ ] Offering materials and closing documents from prior
financing.
[ ] All applications and permits for issuance/transfer of
securities, including any Form D or similar federal or state
forms.

quarterly), workpapers, permanent files, management
letters, and regulatory examination reports received/issued
in the last 3 years.
Consolidating general ledger or trial balance for detailed
accounts for the latest 2 fiscal years, current year quarters
and stub period.
[ ] Schedule of prepaid expenses and other assets (e.g.,
deferred charges and intangibles) with related amortization
methods.
[ ] Schedule of financing arrangements such as guarantees,
pledges, factoring arrangements, credit lines, letters of
credit, etc.

CASH/INVESTMENTS
[ ] Latest annual and interim/current cash flow statements.

[ ] List of jurisdictions (domestic and foreign) where the
Company is (or should be qualified) to do business.
[ ] Schedule of locations (by street address, city, state
and country) at which the Company has offices, conducts
business or stores inventory or equipment, since inception.
[ ] Schedule of owned real property.
[ ] Schedule of leases and subleases for real property and
facilities, including location, square footage, rent and lease
term and renewal options.
[ ] Schedule of material suppliers and other third-party
service providers.
[ ] Schedule of property, key man, liability, and worker’s
comp insurance policies (including current and pending
insurance carrier, policy limits, deductibles, retroactive
premium adjustments, and other special arrangements), and
copies of all such insurance policies and contracts.

[ ] Detail of latest quarterly and monthly cash and cash
equivalents balances.
[ ] Description of short-term and long-term investments
and copies of investment statements for latest annual and
interim periods.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
[ ] Schedule of accounts receivable by category for the latest
annual and interim periods and comparable periods.
[ ] Credit policy and collection procedures.
[ ] Latest annual and interim period aging analysis and
trends, allowance for uncollectible accounts and past writeoffs.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND ACCRUED
LIABILITIES

[ ] Press releases relating to the Company, its management,
or its products and services.

[ ] Detailed schedule of accounts payable and accrued
expenses for the latest annual and interim periods.

GENERAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION

[ ] Schedule of the top 5 vendors from latest 12-month
period.

[ ] Previous (up to 3 years if available) annual audited/
unaudited financial statements as well as interim period
(monthly/quarterly) for current year.
Current prospective financial data (i.e., budgets/forecasts)
with detail of assumptions.

[ ] Schedule of commitments to customers—product
deliverables, consulting agreements, etc.
REVENUE
[ ] Copies of the 5 largest contracts for the current year.

[ ] External and internal auditors’ reports (annual and
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[ ] Description of the procedures for contracting and billing
maintenance.
[ ] Detail of revenue for last 12 months.

software, databases and systems).
[ ] Schedule and copies (if applicable) of the following
(common law, registered and issued, and foreign and
domestic):

[ ] Pipeline information.
[ ] Description of the sales force, including sales offices and
service facilities, including compensation structure. List of
any customers with annual revenue > 10%

PRODUCT EXPENSES AND OTHER
OPERATING EXPENSES
[ ] Operating expense detail for the last annual period
and latest comparative interim periods. Listing of outside
contractors.
[ ] Current year and future years budget of operating
expenses compared to current year/interim actual results.
[ ] Detail listing of current and budgeted research and
development expenditures.
[ ] Detailed schedule of general and administrative expenses
and payroll expense.
[ ] Description of the sales force, including sales offices and
service facilities, including compensation structure.

i. tradenames, brand names, trademarks, service marks,
logos and slogans;
ii. internet domain names (including lower level domain
names);
iii. patents, patent rights, innovations and designs;
iv. copyrights;
v. trade secrets and other industrial property rights, including
all processes, know-how, technical data and shop rights; and
vi. registrations, issuances, applications, additions, affidavits,
continuations, divisionals and other filings related to the
foregoing items.
[ ] Copies of searches, counsel’s opinion letters and
application file histories (or file wrappers) for the items
requested in the preceding Item B.
[ ] Schedule of all material ongoing or planned software,
databases and/or network development projects. Schedule
of third-party intellectual property sold, licensed or otherwise
distributed by the Company.
[ ] Schedule of third-party software and other intellectual
property incorporated in, embedded in or otherwise
necessary for the use of the Company’s intellectual property.

TAXES
[ ] Schedule of states and local jurisdictions in which the
Company currently files tax returns and pays taxes, including
income, property (personal and real), payroll, and sales and
use taxes.
[ ] U.S. Federal income tax returns for the past 2 years, and
all state tax returns filed during the past 2 years.
[ ] Schedule of completed tax examinations/audits from the
past 5 years and all tax examinations/audits in progress or
scheduled to be performed. Include related correspondence
and other written materials.
[ ] Description of the Company’s use of and policies
regarding independent contractors. With respect to longterm contracts, include amount of payment in prior year.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

[ ] Product documentation and manuals for the Company’s
software, databases, and networks (or other description of
primary capabilities).
[ ] Schedule of third-party intellectual property necessary for
the Company to conduct business in the ordinary course.
[ ] Schedule of software authors and other creators of
the Company’s software products and other intellectual
property, with a notation next to each name indicating
whether such author/creator made his/her contribution (a)
as an employee within the scope of his/her employment, (b)
outside his/her scope of employment or (c) as a consultant
or other independent contractor.
[ ] “The name(s), address(es), and phone number(s) of
counsel and any other person(s) responsible for application,
maintenance and protection of trademarks, copyrights,
patents, and other intellectual property rights.” maintenance
and protection of trademarks, copyrights, patents and other
intellectual property rights.

[ ] Schedule of owned or proprietary technology (including
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MATERIAL AGREEMENTS
[ ] Agreements with customers and clients, including enduser license agreements, beta test agreements, warranties,
and guaranties.

which are not terminable on 30 days prior notice without
liability, or which contain provisions relating to ownership
rights in intellectual property assets of the Company or the
provider.
[ ] Joint ventures, joint development agreements, and other
working arrangements.

[ ] Website hosting and connectivity agreements.

[ ] Non-competition, exclusivity and non-solicitation
agreements, in favor of the Company or by which the
Company is bound, or by which the Company’s key
employees or consultants may be bound to third parties.

[ ] Website linking, affiliate, co-branding, promotional,
advertising, content provider, and other agreements relating
to Company’s e-commerce initiatives.

[ ] Confidentiality, assignment of invention and similar
agreements with employees, independent contractors, and
other service providers.

[ ] Electronic data interchange agreements and other
internet, electronic mail, and online service agreements.

[ ] Other confidentiality and non-disclosure agreements, in
favor of the Company or by which the Company is bound.

[ ] Trademark usage guidelines, privacy policy, terms of
use, Aclick-wrap@ agreements, and similar website use
agreements and policies.

[ ] Employment (including incentive and severance
agreements), agency and independent contractor
agreements.

[ ] Marketing agreements—distributorships, sales
representatives, co-packaging, reseller, systems integrators,
franchises, and referral agreements.

[ ] Indemnification agreements for the benefit of officers,
directors and employees.

[ ] Agreements with employees, independent contractors
or other third parties relating to the development for or on
behalf of the Company of software products, websites, and
other intellectual property.

[ ] Agreements or arrangements with management,
employees, shareholders and, other affiliates (including any
loans or management fee arrangements), or with which any
of them have a relationship.

[ ] Software escrow agreements or other arrangements
providing third parties with source code access or use.

[ ] Outstanding agreements or commitments for capital
expenditures.

[ ] Independent software vendor agreements.

[ ] Agreements with investment bankers, brokers, and similar
advisors.

[ ] Agreements whereby the Company licenses software or
other intellectual property from third parties, including run
time licenses.

[ ] Intercompany agreements.

[ ] Consulting, development, and work-for-hire agreements
with, or for and on behalf of, customers and clients.

[ ] Agreements for software support and maintenance by or
for the Company.
[ ] Assignments of software and other intellectual property
rights.

[ ] Leases and subleases (including all amendments,
supplement and addendums).
[ ] Contracts, rights of first refusal or options to purchase, sell
or lease real property.

[ ] Leases with respect to tangible personal properties
(including equipment).

[ ] Loan agreements, lines of credit, indentures, and other
debt instruments, including notes payable and guarantees
(by or in favor of the Company), and any other agreements
collateralized or secured by the assets.

[ ] Agreements that involve the executory performance of
services or delivery of goods or materials to the Company

[ ] Security agreements affecting assets or properties, and
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all currently-effective financing documents, such as sale and
leasebacks and installment sales, and all liens and financing
statements.
[ ] Agreements relating to past, current or proposed mergers,
acquisitions or dispositions, including transactions involving
subsidiaries, divisions, product lines, and other substantial
assets.

any disposition of violation or citations issued as a result of
such audits.
[ ] Policy and personnel manuals, including policies
and procedures with respect to vacation and sick time,
harassment, and equal opportunity.

And, if the Company has more than 25 employees:
[ ] Powers of Attorney.
[ ] Consents and approvals required under law or contracts,
leases, licenses, and other agreements necessary for the
Company to complete the present transaction.
[ ] Other material agreements to which the Company is
bound or which are necessary for the conduct of the
Company’s business.

PERSONNEL AND EMPLOYEE
BENEFITS
[ ] Schedule of officers, directors, employees, independent
contractors and consultants, and their respective titles,
length of service, current compensation and benefits,
compensation history since employment or engagement,
and contractual severance obligations.
[ ] Schedule of employee benefit plans, including pension,
bonus, commission, profit-sharing, stock option, deferred
compensation, incentive, retirement, 401(k), medical,
disability, salary continuation, executive benefit, fringe
benefit, management perquisites or golden parachute/
change-of-control payments (the “Plans”).
[ ] Copies of Plan documents, trust agreements and
insurance contracts (including all amendments and Section
125 arrangements), and summary plan descriptions.
[ ] IRS Form 5500’s (including schedules and attachments)
for past 2 years and most recent IRS determination letter.
[ ] Description of special insured arrangements (e.g.,
retrospective rating arrangement, premium delay, etc.).
[ ] Evidence of compliance with state or federal COBRA
(including form of COBRA notice).
[ ] Copies of requests for audits of employees made by the
U.S. Department of Labor, OSHA, OFCCP and any other
federal, state or local agencies during the past 2 years, and
documents summarizing the results of any such audits and

[ ] Information on confidentiality or non-competition
agreements to which key employees and consultants
may be a party currently or from prior employment or
engagements.
[ ] Management perquisites or arrangements, contracts or
loans between the Company and any shareholder, officer,
director, employee or consultant or any entities or persons
with which such persons have a relationship.
[ ] Any information on retiree welfare benefits other than
COBRA or state continuation coverage requirements.
[ ] If there are at least 50 employees, evidence of
compliance with FMLA.
[ ] Financial statements for any plan assets for the past two
years and any actuarial statements for the past two years.
[ ] For welfare plans, an indication of premiums paid, claims
incurred, claims paid, reserves, and administrative expenses.
[ ] FAS disclosure statements for the past two years.
[ ] Any communications to or from any governmental or
regulatory agency with respect to any plans.
[ ] If the Company or any affiliate of such Company (at
an 80% ownership level) has entered into any collective
bargaining agreements with a union:
[ ] Information with respect to any multi-employer plans that
the Company or any affiliate has any obligation to contribute
to or has had an obligation to contribute to during the past
six years.
[ ] With respect to such multi-employer plans, the following:
record of contributions for the last three years, calculation
of potential withdrawal liability pursuant to ERISA Section
4221(c), and a description of pending claims against the
employer for complete or partial withdrawal.
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If there are affiliate companies (at an 80% ownership level):

ownership in or to internet domain names.

[ ] Information with respect to any multi-employer plans that
the Company or any affiliate has any obligation to contribute
to or has had an obligation to contribute to during the past
six years.

[ ] Judgments, consent decrees, injunctions, or other orders.
[ ] Settlement agreements.
[ ] Schedule of warranty claims.

[ ] COBRA and HIPAA compliance information.
[ ] Any information on the transfer of plan liabilities from the
Company to a related entity.
[ ] Any defined benefit pension plan maintained or
transferred out of the controlled group at anytime within the
prior six years.

[ ] Filings, registrations, reports and correspondence filed
with local, state or federal regulatory agencies (e.g., DOL,
EEOC, IRS, PBGC, FDA, NLRB, OSHA, FCC, BXA and EPA),
and any reports issued by such agencies.
[ ] Governmental licenses, permits, approvals and
authorizations necessary to conduct business (including any
export licenses).
[ ] Export classification matrix and other product classification
analysis (internal or from third party suppliers of customers),
and product classification rulings from the BXA.
[ ] Expert compliance procedures or manuals, including any
procedures relating to encryption items.

PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT
[ ] Fixed asset policy including depreciation methods and
lives used for book and tax purposes.
[ ] Maintenance procedures and expenditures.
[ ] Schedule of fixed assets for the latest annual and interim
periods including date acquired, original cost, accumulated
depreciation, net book value, and appraised value (include
appraisals).

PURCHASED AND DEVELOPED
SOFTWARE
[ ] Accounting policy for software development and
purchased software.
[ ] Schedule of purchased and developed software as well as
the amortization schedule and write-offs for the latest annual
and interim periods.

[ ] Summary of the transport, use, handling, location, storage,
treatment, and/or disposal of any hazardous substances
(including by any predecessor).

LITIGATION, INVESTIGATIONS, AND
OTHER DISPUTES
[ ] Schedule and description of pending or threatened
litigation, claims and other disputes.
[ ] Schedule and description of government, regulatory or
administrative proceedings, inquiries or investigations.
[ ] Pleadings, filings and correspondence relating to the
matters requested in the preceding Items A and B.
[ ] Legal opinions rendered to the Company in the last 3
years.
[ ] Inquiries with respect to the Company’s rights or
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CASE STUDY

INCREASE
PROFIT MARGINS
A Colorado brewery needed help with
determining the true profit on their craft beers.
They had trouble determining the variable costs
and finding a way to allocate costs. They also did
not have an inventory method to track their raw
materials cash flow.
Implemented inventory and sales management
system which increased profits by 25% and
provided additional visibility in production
schedules and raw materials.
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OUTCOME
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Accurate cost tracking
Understand breakeven point
Match production runs with projected sales
Better inventory tracking
Predict future cash flow

UNDERSTAND EMPLOYEE
UTILIZATION AND PROFIT
A thriving general contractor was not tracking employee
utilization or profit by customer or item.

Developed spreadsheet to track and forecast employee utilization and setup accounting software to track labor costs by client
and by services. This increased their gross profit by 20% and increased the value of their company by 60%

OUTCOME

CREATE AN EXIT PLAN

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The owner of a successful website development
company did not have an exit plan and did not know how
to calculate the value of the company.

More production = Additional Profit
Customer Satisfaction Increases
Implement bonus program to retain employees
Decrease bottlenecks
Increase profit by service and customer
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Created a 3-year exit plan taking into account CEO’s personal goals. Developed new marketing tactics which increased
company profits by $3M in year three with a 25% net margin, giving CEO return of $4.5M.

OUTCOME
1.
2.
3.
4.

CEO was able to determine amount of cash needed
in order to retire
Creates a road map outlining the exit steps
Maximized profit to achieve the valuation needed in
order to sell the business
Determined target buyers

CREATE 5-YEAR
PROFORMA AND
CASH FLOW PLAN
A growing homecare provider did not have any method
to track revenue or cash flow. They also did not know
their staffing costs or overhead over the next 3 to 4
years.

Determine formula to calculate the # of new intakes and patients, and the costs driven by new patients. Developed a 5-year
proforma to help manage cash flow.
% of incom e

Annualized

16-Jan

16-Feb

16-Mar

Ordinary Incom e/Expense
# of New Intake Patients

2

8

12

# of patients

2

10

22

Project incom e (# of patients x
$2800)

$5,600.00

$22,400.00

$33,600.00

Breakeven sales at 32%

$96,759.38

$97,696.88

$104,962.50

Breakeven sales at 44%

$70,370.45

$71,052.27

$76,336.36

$5,600.00

$22,400.00

$33,600.00

$5,600.00

$22,400.00

$33,600.00

$400.00

$400.00

$400.00

Incom e
Medical Hom e Care

100.00%

Total Incom e

Cost of Goods Sold
Auto Reim b - Trip Fees

$20 per nurse 0.22% $400 per m th

Payroll Expenses (COGS)
Caregiver Payroll Costs
Hourly RN/LPN

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$7,500.50

$7,500.50

$7,500.50

Therapies

37.99%

24.36%

$540.00

$2,700.00

$5,940.00

Total Wages

67.31%

$8,040.50

$10,200.50

$13,440.50

Payroll Taxes

10.00%

$804.05

$1,020.05

$1,344.05

$276.42

$350.68

$462.07

Managem ent Salaries

Worker's Com p

3.43787 per
2.31% $100 of payroll

Total Caregiver Payroll Costs
Supplies

Total COGS

Gross Profit

$9,121.00

$11,571.00

$15,247.00

0.67%

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

$1,200.00

79.85%

$10,721.00

$13,171.00

$16,847.00

22.75%

($5,121.00)

$9,229.00

$16,753.00
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OUTCOME
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Make informed decisions about costs
Establish sales and marketing plan to achieve
projected revenue
Predict growth of the company within the next
5-years
Determine staffing needs
Set KPIs to track company growth and goals
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